INSURANCE
MARKET
IS ON «PAUSE»
Larysa Irkha-Zvarun

Ukrainian insurance market, which has a potentially high interest
for foreign investors, began to lose its former investment attractiveness due to political events in the country. Over the past six
months insurers with foreign capital did not managed to fulfil
their plans, announced at the beginning of 2013 to expand their
network and to increase the share of ownership in Ukrainian
insurance companies. How experts see the current state of the
market and when we can expect its «recovery» — read below.

T

he ratio of insurance market
assets to GDP in Ukraine is
slightly over 3%, while in such
European countries as France,
Germany, and Poland this figure is
much higher. Herein, according to
experts, the potential of Ukrainian
insurance market is used only for 20 —
35%. At the same time, according to
foreign investors, doing business on
Ukrainian market is similar to playing a
game without rules: opacity, dumping,
customers' distrust, etc. International
insurance carriers have begun to consider Ukraine as a promising market for
selling insurance services after 1999,
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when the Agreement on Partnership
and Cooperation between the EU and
Ukraine was adopted on the territory of
our country, according to which 100%
share of foreign investor's participation
in capital of an insurer on the Ukrainian
market was allowed. Foreign insurer, as
an investor, behaves in a conservative
manner. That is why they traditionally
diversify their risks by competently balancing insurance portfolio. «Insurance
is a long-term business with low profitability. It accumulates sufficient funds,
but it collects almost identical amount
of liabilities. Therefore, such business
requires significant investments and

long-term operation on the market, —
says the Chairman of the board of
Ukrainian PZU Maciej Szyszko. — Not
all Ukrainian shareholders are willing to
work in such conditions. At a time
when companies have no investment
income (or it is low), and amount of liabilities is almost equal to the volume of
premiums collected, all could collapse
in the shortest possible time. Insurers,
who thoroughly build their business,
are not affected by such risks.»
According to the observation of the
President of LIOU, Alexander Zaletov,
foreign investors were first of all interested in insurance companies, which
were registered in the financial centre
of the country, with an extensive network and well-established sales channels, capable of delivering necessary
profitability from operations. First tentative steps towards expansion were
made by the foreign players of life
insurance. Thus, in 1998, the Austrian
insurance company Grawe has found a
company «Grawe Ukraine». Then
Ukrainian insurance market has seen
such major international players like
AXA Group, Alfa Insurance, Allianz
Ukraine, AIG Ukraine, Alico AIG Life
Ukraine, Generali Garant, UNIQA, PZU
Ukraine, Vienna Insurance Group and
others. Further interest of insurers with
foreign capital only grew every year.
Foreign capital dynamics
on insurance market of Ukraine,
2001-2013
Source: Insurance TOP.
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The situation has changed significantly in 2013. Number of insurers with
foreign capital decreased by 17% in
comparison with the previous year.
According to the President of LIOU,
Alexander Zaletov, foreign capital on
insurance market of Ukraine in 2013 was
presented as follows:
— Insurance companies with foreign
capital (94 companies, including 45
insurers established as subsidiaries of
international financial and insurance
groups, and 49 insurers, which, as a rule,
have capital of Ukrainian origin, but paid
through Cyprus and other offshore
areas);
— Representation offices of foreign
insurers (registered representative
offices of «ACE Group» insurance group
(Switzerland, 2012) and reinsurers
«Moscow Re» (Russia, 2001), «Russian
Re» (Russia, 2002).
In the first six months of 2014, foreign insurers do not expand, but also do
not reduce their presence on Ukrainian
market. Such significant reason as deterioration of macroeconomic indicators
of Ukraine, is now accompanied with
difficult political situation in the country,
which will inevitably impact the level of
effective demand for insurance services
on the part of households and businesses. «It is not only economically unjustified, but also risky to expand insurance
business during the ATO — said the
Chairman of the Board of INGO Ukraine,
Igor Gordienko — until political situation in the country is stable, there is a
slim chance that strategic investors will
come to Ukraine. The market will begin
to develop not until 2016-2017.»
The Chairman of the Board of
Ukrainian PZU, Maciej Szyszko, agrees
with him: «Major players of the world
and European markets had more than
20 years to invest in Ukrainian insurance
market. And everyone, for whom it was
attractive, are already working in
Ukraine.»

However, companies with foreign
capital, which are members of international financial groups, do not hurry to
leave the market. According to the
National commission for the state regulation of financial services markets, on June
30, 2014 the number of insurance companies with foreign capital amounted to 93,
and the amount of foreign capital
increased during the year by 23% to UAH
5238 million.
In the first half of this year, it were
companies with foreign capital, who have
shown positive growth rates. For example,
Allianz Ukraine managed to increase its
premium volume by 30.7%, Kniazha — by
27.4%, Universalna — by 20,9%, PZU
Ukraine — by 13.6%.
The structure of foreign capital in
Ukraine, in terms of its origin, remains the
same: Austria — 14.8% of investments,
Russia — 13.5%, France — 6%,
Kazakhstan — 5.2%, Germany — 3.5%,
the United States of America — 2.5%,
Poland — 1.3% and the Netherlands —
0.9%. Most investments are from Cyprus
and offshore territories of the UK — more
than 40%.
In general, insurance market is stagnating. If we consider the amount of
insurance premiums as a key indicator of
extent and level of development of insurance industry, we can observe its reduction in I half of 2014. In the period from
January to June of the current year there
was a decrease in gross and net premiums by 23% and 16.5%, compared to the
REINSURANCE
OPERATIONS, million UAH

І half 2013

Outward reinsurance,
including:
4 718,3
— with reinsurers residents
3 896,9
— with reinsurers non residents
821,4
Claims, paid by reinsurers,
including:
237,8
— by reinsurers residents
51,1
— by reinsurers non-residents
186,7
Inward reinsurance
from reinsured non-residents
172,7
Claims, paid to reinsured
non-residents
21,3

same period of 2013. According to the
Acting Head of the National commission
for the state regulation of financial services markets, Maxim Polyakov, reduction of
income is due to types of insurance with
traditionally low level of claims paid,
which are used by business entities for tax
optimization.
«The number of insurance companies
in the period of June 2013 — June 2014
decreased by 3.6%, but insurer's assets
continue to grow gradually, — he says. —
The total volume of insurers' assets as for
June 30, 2014, as compared to the same
date last year, increased by 3.6% to UAH
66.2 billion.»
«This trend of dynamics of market
participants number and volume of their
assets is expected by the regulator — said
Maxim Polyakov. — Actions of the
National commission for the state regulation of financial services markets are
focused on concentration and capitalization of insurance market.»
Current low level of capitalization of
Ukrainian insurers will not allow them to
cover their own liabilities under large
insurance risks. That is the reason why
insurers place such risks abroad.
According to the National commission
for the state regulation of financial services markets, the structure of outward reinsurance with non-residents in the I half of
2014 has undergone significant changes,
primarily due to reduction of outward
reinsurance with the Russian Federation
from 32.9% to 24.3% in the structure of
such operations in terms of country.
І half 2014
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In general, outward reinsurance operations in I half of 2014 decreased by
35.8%, from UAH 4.7 billion to UAH 3.0
billion, due to downturn of reinsurance
within the country by 40.4%, from UAH
3.9 billion to UAH 2.3 billion, which had a
significant impact on dynamics of insurers’ main indexes.
As for today, the National commission
for the state regulation of financial services markets actually stopped operations of
a group of insurers — residents, specializing in inward reinsurance operations, the
volume of suspicious transactions of
which in 2013 amounted to UAH 1.4 billion. The activities of other groups conducting «scheme» / suspicious reinsurance operations in 2014 decreased by
almost half — from UAH 2 billion to UAH
1 billion.
OUTWARD REINSURANCE
OPERATIONS
WITH REINSURERS
NON-RESIDENTS, million UAH

The National commission for the
state regulation of financial services markets expects that until the end of 2014, 710% of all insurers will leave insurance
market either on their own initiative or as
a result of supervisory control policy of
the regulator. Released market segments
will be redistributed in favour of the classic market insurers. «This redistribution
will allow to introduce European stan-
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dards of insurance business and to conduct a balanced investment policy, —
stressed the Head of the state regulator.
— Developed insurance markets have
high concentration of capital, and emerging markets have fragmented resources
among excessive number of insurance
companies.»
Since the quality of assets for insurers
is still a major problem, solution of which
will help to ensure long-term financial
sustainability, the National commission
for the state regulation of financial services markets amended the regulation
regarding insurance reserves placement.
These changes result in more stringent
requirements for insurers' assets, which
are allowed to form insurance reserve
funds: it is now banned to use assets,
acquired by the insurer for borrowed
funds and securities, purchased under
reverse purchase condition, funds mistakenly transacted to the insurer, and etc. for
the purpose of insurance reserves placement.
Thus, there is no
chance of situation when
assets, held by the insurer
to cover insurance liabilities, will be encumbered
by liabilities, other than
insurance.
In addition, a requirement regarding minimum amount of the
insurer's assets of certain
categories in amounts
not less than the total
value of all existing obligations and guarantees, that will make
insurers, in case of risky and / or questionable transactions with low-quality
and illiquid assets, to carry out such
operations using equity capital, rather
than insurance reserves.
Also today we are working on
improvement of calculation of financial
ratios, provided for insurers to comply
with, in the first place, for calculation of
the actual solvency margin, method of
forming insurance reserves to meet the

requirements of international standards.
Such changes will allow in the nearest
future to influence changes in investment policy of insurers towards more
moderate, and aimed at preserving the
real assets.
In order to develop the domestic
insurance market and facilitate
favourable conditions to attract investments to insurance business, the
National commission for the state regulation of financial services markets plans
to introduce amendments to regulatory
acts in the nearest future, which among
other, will simplify the approval procedure of acquisition of a qualifying holding of an insurance company, including
by investors non-residents.
Recently, the government committee accepted the proposal of the
National commission for the state regulation of financial services about the
possibility of public disclosure of the
final beneficiaries and regular reporting.
These and other actions of the state
regulator aimed at creating simple and
clear rules for insurance business in
Ukraine will help to eliminate corruption
within the National commission and
among market participants, as well as to
increase the investment attractiveness
of the most capitalized non-bank market.
However, domestic insurance market requires not only institutional support, but also, above all, involvement
of insurers in these processes.
Unfortunately, today the prevailing
number of Ukrainian insurance companies seeks to maximize profits at all
costs.
«We can not talk about development of the market, if its participants
are companies who ignore long-term
interests of the industry and professional ethics, often by violating current
legislation, in particular by not disclosing information about the real financial
condition» — sums up Maxim
Polyakov.

Prospects of Ukrainian
insurance market
Oleksandr Shoykhedenko
IC VUSO

F

or 22 years of existence,
insurance market of Ukraine
was in a state of constant
change. Actually, these changes are
in close connection with development of a new country — Ukraine.
Post — soviet reality has spawned
various insurance monsters: dozens
of claims — free insurance types,
commissions up to 90%, withdrawing funds from companies with further bankruptcy of insurers, and etc.
However, whatever does not kill
us — makes us stronger. Where are
we going all this time? The answer
to this question is unambiguous —
the market becomes more civilized
— we can picture an increasing proportion of insurance types with high
loss rates, growth of insurance professionals’ experience, more and
more insurers are adopting IFRS, and
we have a significant number of
insurers with foreign capital.
Insurance companies are increasingly paying attention to automation of
business — processes, including use
of WEB — technology.
Series of crises lead to "purifying"
the market from inefficient management, from weak companies without
any capital. This year alone, dozens

of companies have ceased to exist.
Changes in political environment
have made it possible for spontaneous transition of some functions
of the state to associations of insurers, who began to learn from mistakes and create rules, which now
make it complicating for dishonest
participants to leave the market
without fulfilling their obligations.
Today the most successful example
is the MTIBU, where insurers, despite
the incessant attempts of officials to
undermine the process of optimization in MTIBU, only in 4 last month
held a series of reforms to combat
dumping, strengthen control of
insurers' solvency. Once again, the
process of implementing e — policy
is started. Established working
group summarized the result of
work of colleagues and prepared a
draft of legislative changes. Work on
introduction direct settlement under
compulsory MTPL insurance has
begun. There are many more initiatives, which it was useless to even
think of just a year ago.
Today Ukraine is going through
hard times. Insurance market — as
any financial market, reacts with
lightning speed on any political and
economic changes.

We see the fall of insurance market by not less than 30% (in currency, of course), dozens of companies
leaving the market (which is not
bad), general deterioration of insurers' solvency, relapse of dumping.
It's not an easy time for insurers,
they need to change their ways.
Those, who want to survive, shall
rebuild their business — processes
from the ground up. Whether we
like it or not, but agent networks of
poorly educated grannies will give
way to Internet — shopping, cheap
bad quality services will give way to
good products, automated business
— processes will be automated,
government pressure on the business will decline. Those insurers,
management of which is willing and
able to change, have a chance not
only to survive, but also to grow
their business, and for others, it’s
time to retire. For investors,
Ukrainian companies are a roulette.
Some will lose everything, others
will hit the Jackpot.
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30 years in Insurance: 1984-2014

FROM ORWELL
TO KAFKA?
30 YEARS AGO

INSURANCE PARTY

On August 1st, 1984, at the now seemingly young age of 22, I, George Grishin, got off
the Moscow tube at Novokuznetskaya (the New Blacksmiths Street) station. I crossed
the street. It was easy to do those days, no traffic jams, hardly any traffic at all. Having
walked a hundred meters up the street and passed the Leo Tolstoy memorial house, I
turned into a leafy yard with a blue five-storeyed building at the bottom. In the entrance
there were no security guards or receptionists, just a cloakroom.

In One America Square, EC3, a notice
showing the visitors where to head for
the GG30 venue, read:
«George Grishin’s 30 years in
Insurance Party».
The split into two lines, or rather, the
bottom line sounded ambiguous.
— Have I been partying for 30 years?
— Or, during all these three decades,
was I, unknowingly to myself, a member of the omnipotent political Party
of Insurance?

I was ushered into a tiny HR office,
where I was told that my University
Allocation had placed me into OSS,
Otdel Strakhovaniya Sudov i
Samoletov. The ominously sounding
OSS stood for Aviation and Marine
Insurance department.
In the Department itself, on the
second floor, I found out my destiny:
to work in P&I, or Protection &
Indemnity, or Shipowners’ Liability.
None of the terms rang any bell in my
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mind. During the five university years
I was trained to become an international bank manager or a finance
director of a foreign trading company.
P&I turned out to be a fascinating
world, which I still like.
Insurance, in general, turned out
to be equally fascinating.
Let me try to sum up, in a few
pages, what I have seen and learnt in
these 30 years in the profession.

HARD TO SUM UP
I only wished I were doing the summing
up a year earlier, in 2013. The thenpeaceful and archaic world of 2013 is
now seen as a Golden Era, never to be
returned to.

Tel.: +44 7768 444824; +34 677 458817; +38 044 3740412
The cold winter of 2013-14 has
changed the world as I knew it forever.
In my worst nightmare I couldn´t
imagine Russians and Ukrainians
becoming enemies. I am very sorry
that Ukraine and its citizens are now
suffering that much. My only wish is
for this nightmare to finish and for stable peace established in what I consider to be my part of the world.
During my 30 years in international
insurance I saw my main task as building East-West bridges. In trying to
achieve better understanding
between the (former) Socialist world
of the East and the Capitalist world of
the West. I have to admit it now seems
that I have lost the sense of orientation, myself.
Let me show you, how the world
looked like 30 years ago. What were its
important features, important to me, a
22-years old Russian university graduate beginning a carrier of an office
Clerk?

1984: MUSIC AND FILMS
My top 3 selection for what was new
in Western music in 1984 would be:
— Still Loving You by Scorpions,
— I want to break free by Queen,
— Like a virgin by Madonna.
The international Album of the
year was Michael Jackson’s The Thriller.
I never liked ghost stories, but now, 30
years on, my 10-years old daughter
adores MJ and the little night party at
the cemetery.
Would you imagine that The
Terminator also had a premier in
1984? Or yes, you would, with those
hair styles… The cinema-goers were
spoilt for choice:
— The Never-ending Story,
— Amadeus,
— Once upon a time in America,
— Top secret!
— Romancing the Stone, and many
others.

Equally, Russian films premiered in
1984 have now become timeless classics:
— Repentance / Покаяние,
— Love's Law / Формула любви,
— Love and Doves / Любовь и голуби.
I couldn’t find a list of Soviet music
hits for 1984. Some pieces, which I still
hum whilst sweeping floors, were composed in 1982-86:
— I will never forget you / Я тебя
никогда не забуду,
— At an art exhibition / Вернисаж,
— One million red roses / Миллион
алых роз,
— A Boston Waltz / Вальс-бостон,
— Rock-n-roll is dead / Рок-н-ролл
мертв.

1984 IN POLITICS AND REAL LIFE
We lost two important persons during
that year. In February Yuriy Andropov
died, the first country leader who was
trying to implement some changes. In
October, Indira Ghandi was assassinated.
The important events in consumers’ lives were that Tetris, the first
Mac computer and CD players arrived
at the shops.
In the East-West relations, the Cold
War was in force. In 1984 Ronald
Reagan, thinking his mike was
switched off, made the famous
gaffe:"My fellow Americans, I'm
pleased to tell you that I've signed legislation that will outlaw Russia forever.
We begin bombing in 5 minutes».
It was RR who had called the USSR
«an evil Empire» two years earlier, in
1982.

I HAVE A DEJÁ-VUE FEELING.
Now and then. 1984 and 2014. The
USSR / Russia allegedly shot down a
Western plane (in 1984, the Korean
liner). The hostile world was on the
brink of a major war.
Back to Square One?
However, it was in December 1984

that Margaret Thatcher met Mikhail
Gorbachev in London and said that he
was a man whom she could do business with.
In England, GCSE was introduced
instead of O-levels and CSE.
The world was watching Sarajevo
and Los Angeles Olympic games. The
latter was boycotted by the Soviets in
retaliation for the Western boycott of
the Moscow Games in 1980, after the
invasion into Afghanistan.
In insurance, a few disasters took
place, including the Mexico refinery
blast, the Philippines typhoon, the
Bhopal Carbide disaster in India.

THE MAIN EVENTS OF THREE
DECADES
What were, from the point of view of a
Russian / Ukrainian «Brit», the most
important events of these three
decades?
— Perestroyka and glasnost 19851989,
— Disbanding of the USSR in 1991.
The end of that bipolar system is
still felt throughout the world.
The region I live and work in,
Eastern Europe, has changed enormously. Where there were 9 independent states, we now have…29. Can you
try to make a list? I have visited, at
some point of my carrier, 26 of them.
Well, a paradise for an international
Insurance broker, it certainly is.
Politically, an embodiment of the
«divide and rule» principle, which is
deemed good for the East....but not for
the West. Letting Scots, Catalans,
Texans, Quebecians and North Italians
go just doesn't work the same way as
for Slovaks, Kosovars and Bosniaks.
Elsewhere, the «Coloured revolutions» in Asia and Africa had brought
excitement, first, chaos, second. Libya,
Egypt, Kyrgyzstan, Georgia, what not –
were they really for the benefit of the
people?
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THE ELECTRONIC REVOLUTION
A new industrial, or rather, electronic revolution: Internet, e-mails, mobile phones,
Skype came into being. Could you imagine in 1984 that videophones would
become a free tool? We were not expecting them before 2100…
On the other hand, the price of oil
went from $27 to $95.

THE HOUSING COUNTERREVOLUTION: SOVIET UNION
AS A PRICE-GROWTH DETERRENT
For me, the main system-changing event
took place in the realm of personal
finance. In housing.
I think that the very existence of the
Soviet Union served as a deterrent to the
West. They had to put up a show: «See, a
taxi driver, if working hard, can afford to
buy a house and pay it off by the time he
is 40».
The USSR was disbanded in 1991.
House prices in England were unleashed
in 1993. Elsewhere, a few years later.

CAN ANYONE COME UP
WITH MORE PRECISE FIGURES?
I could not find the exact figures. Some
sources are stating that the average
house price in the UK in 1991 was £
53,635. In 2014 — £ 186,544. An increase
of 247 %, or 3.47 times.
In 1991 the average salary was £
19,000. In 2014, £ 26,000. A growth by 36
%, or 1.36 times.
The important thing is that the
house to salary ratio has changed from
2.8 to 7.1. If one did not eat, pay taxes,
use buses, he or she could pay off the
mortgage in 3 years in 1984. In 7 years,
in 2014.
But, the Internet tells us that «if a
homeowner spends 30 percent or more
of his / her income on housing costs, the
government and most lenders consider
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Table №1. INSURANCE MARKETS GROWTH EMERGING EUROPE AND FSU
USD bn.

1984

2013

Growth, times

Non-life

Life

Total

Non-life

Life

Total

IWhole world

8.52

300

240

540

2,000

2,600

4,600

Emerging Europe

25.86

In 1991

2.9

Data obtained from sigma and XPrimm.

the person to be financially burdened»
(popsugar.com, among others. How do
sites with such names make it to the top
at Google?).
20 percent spend on housing, then.
Mulitply the above by 5.
15 years to pay off the mortgage, on
average, in 1984.
35, in 2014.
But then, in London, the average
salary is £30,000. Can you find housing
for 20% of it, i.e. for 6,000, or 110 per
week? A tiny bedroom rented from a
Polish owner in Zone 5, probably. But, for
a family?

I PERSONALLY CALL IT THE
NEW FEUDALISM.
And I am feeling pity for our children.
And for their children. No homes of their
own, definitely.

But in general people are still buying
motor, homes, health and travel insurances. No big changes in the lines distribution.
The traditional lines, including my
favourite marine, did not see revolutionary changes. Motor insurers still do not
cover engine breakdown, unlike their
corporate property and marine counterparts. Non-payment of freight is not easily bought, like any type of non-payment
or non-performance insurance.
Numerous opinion polls show which
risks are seen as greatest by entrepreneurs: those related to reputation, to
finance, to terrorism. And yet underwriters offering these sorts of cover are hardest to find. (Table №1)

Well, they probably will not be too educated to tell the difference. The price of
private education quadrupled...
Enough with social politics, back to
insurance.

The world insurance premium
income increased 8.5 times in 29 years.
The Emerging Europe (according to
XPrimm, 35 countries including Turkey)
has seen a 25.8 times growth in 22 years.
The main reason is that they have
started at rather low levels. Not that
there was no insurance under socialism.
But, it was limited to personal, agricultural and international lines.

MAIN EVENTS OF THREE
DECADES — INSURANCE.
PROGRESS AND LACK OF IT.

INSURANCE UNDER SOCIALISM
BUT FIRST, WHAT WAS THIS
THING, SOCIALISM?

Strong regional markets were created
outside the traditional centres of
London, Zurich, Munich and New York:
Bermuda, Singapore, Mumbai, Dubai. In
Eastern Europe Warsaw and Moscow
became important.
Lots of new interesting lines of business sprang to life: from mobile phones
to theatre tickets cancellation to extended warranties on fridges and kettles.

I met a brief explanation in.... My
favourite Daily Joke site, anekdot.ru. It
goes like this.
Was I happy under the oppressive
communist / socialist "regime"? Yes, I
was. In spite of the eternal disputes with
the "arm-chair capitalists" as to which
public order was better. Yes, we had dissidents onto only in the underground,

EDUCATION?

75
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SOCIALISM

CAPITALISM

No rich, no poor, every one has
his basic needs satisfied.

A few live in luxury whilst the majority,
in comparative poverty.

Added value belongs
to working masses.

The bulk of added value
is owned by the industry owners.

All natural resources
are owned by the nation.

Natural resources are used
for further enrichment of the rich.

Free education
and free medical services for all.

The poor can not afford good education
and adequate medical services.

Everyone is socially mobile.

A rich men's child will become rich
without too much effort, whilst for
a poor man's child it is virtually
impossible.

DOES NOT WORK
but in every kitchen all over the country.
Anyway, back to insurance.

A SIMPLE STRUCTURE
The Soviet insurance "market" in 1984
was nice and simple. One company,
or rather, one Department of the
Ministry of Finance, was called
Gosstrakh, or State Insurance.
It was in charge of individual lines:
motor (own damage only, no liability), household contents and summer
house. None of these was obligatory.
Life and basic investment lines also
existed, something like putting off
non-inflating roubles for a child's
18th birthday.
On the corporate side, it was
mainly agricultural cooperatives
called kolkhozes, which insured
crops.
With offices in all provincial towns
and large villages, Gosstrakh was one
of the largest companies in the world.
The main character of one of the best
Soviet comedies of 1960s, "beware of
the car", was a very recognisable,
though much laughed-at, character: a
Gosstrakh agent. There is a monument to him in Moscow.

DOES WORK

That was it. Ingosstrakh was an
interesting legal creature: since 1972, a
Limited Company. Also, since its foundation in 1947, a Main Department of
the Ministry of Finance. When the
Ministry needed us, the youth of
Ingosstrakh was the first to be sent to
hard agricultural works in autumn.
When they were showing good films in
the impenetrable walls of the main
Ministry building, we were refused
entry.
By the way, presently, in 2014, both
Rosgosstrakh and Ingosstrakh are private companies. I think we had one partially state-owned Insurer, Transneft, but
it has since been amalgamated with the
private Gasprom-owned (isn't it an
inner contradiction?) SOGAZ.

INGOSSTRAKH stood for

INTERNATIONAL PRESENCE

International, or rather, Foreign State
Insurance. When I entered the blue building in Pyatnitskaya street in 1984, it had 4
insurance departments:
— Motor, both own damage and liability,
sold to foreigners who lived in the
USSR, and to the few tourists who
dared to drive abroad,
— Cargo, insuring all of the Soviet
exports and only a small part of
imports,
— Ships and aircraft, my department, in
which 11 employees out of 16 did P&I,
shipowner's liability insurance. One
person, for the whole of the Soviet
Union, did aviation. Two, marine hull,
— Technical risks department, set up to
cover CAR risks before the Moscow
Olympics of 1980, when a lot of hotels
across the USSR were built by foreign
contractors.
Also, we had two reinsurance departments. Not inward and outwards, but
both outwards. An accounting department, a household department and a
marketing department, the latter, a place
of exile for those who have been
engaged in some sex or drinking scandal
whilst abroad.

Insurance, even in a country behind an
Iron Curtain, cannot exist without
international connection. The Soviet
Union started building its international
insurance presence from the first steps
of the Soviet power.
Just to remind you, the GREAT
OCTOBER SOCIALIST
REVOLUTION (as it was called in my
time) took place in.... November. On
November 7th, 1917. The difference
between the old and the new,
Gregorian, calendars, was the reason
for calling it the October Revolution.
The Soviet Union as a union of 4
Socialist Republics (Russia, Ukraine,
Belarus, Trans-Caucasia) was established on 22nd December, 1922.
Russian Gosstrakh was re-established even before that, on 7th
October, 1921. In Russia, we celebrate
the 7th of October as an Insurance
Day.
Internationally, what did Gostrakh
do? One of the first tasks was insuring
the Soviet exports. Which at that time
was limited to.... Timber.
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AND THE CENTRE OF THE WORLD
WAS....LONDON, OF COURSE.
In 1919 Moscow Narodnuy Bank was
established in London, still located near
Bank.
In 1920, the Timber Trading company, Russian Wood Agency.
In 1921, the shipping company, or
rather, the general agency for all Soviet
shipping companies, steamship companies, to be precise. Its name was ASPO,
or Anglo-Soviet Steamship
(Parokhodnoye) Company (Obschestvo).
In 1922, a company to promote
trade with Russia, ARKOS.
In 1924, it was the turn of an
Insurance Company. To be established
nowhere else, but in London.
By that time most of timber exported from Dudinka and Igarka, in the middle of Siberia, went to England.
Gosstrakh started offering its own policies to the English importers. They
refused to take them, the reason being
they were not based on Timber Trade
Federation Clauses.
Instead of changing their Terms and
Conditions, Gosstrakh and the Ministry
for Foreign Trade (People's Commissariat
for Foreign Trade, NKVT, not to be confused with the feared NKVD, Home
affairs people's Commissariat) decided
to set up an insurance company in
London.
Well, insurance has always been
developed by clever people. So, a group
of specialists was sent to London to find
out how could a new insurer be established. Willis brokers, then the monopolistic broker to Gosstrakh, helped a lot.
By 1925 the company was up and running. Its name was Blackbalsea, in full,
the BLACK SEA AND BALTIC
GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY.
I am writing these lines based on full
knowledge of the facts. I have,lying in
my cupboard, the original reports of
Blackbalsea for the period from 1924 to
1928.
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In 1926 the Soviet Union supported
a miner's strike in England. A period of
tension in the relations followed, during
which a sister company was set up in
1927 in the friendlier country, Germany.
The name was the same, Black Sea and
Baltic, only in German. SOVAG, or, if
you dare to read it, der Schwarzmeerund Ostsee Versicherungsaktiengesellschaft. During the Soviet times they
were awarding the Golden Star of the
Hero of the Soviet Union to anyone who
could spell the full name without a mistake. Only joking.
The War brought all insurance operations to a halt. After the war, Europe was
divided, according to the blotting-paper
accord between Stalin and Churchill,
into two parts. The Soviet Union was in
charge of rebuilding — but first, nationalising — insurance industries of the
Eastern half. Insurance monopolies of
the Soviet style were established, along
the Gosstrakh / Ingosstrakh pattern. The
internal companies were PZU, Hungaria
Bisztocito, Cheska Pojistovna. The international, DARAG, Warta, Bulstrad.
Few people remember that until
1956 Austria was an Allied protectorate,
and not independent. One of the
requirements of full independence was
keeping the Monument to the Red
Army in Vienna's centre. Unlike the Baltic
countries, Austrians have kept their

word, only partially closing the view
with an enormous fountain.
Another condition was the establishment of an insurer to cover political risks
of investment in the Soviet Union. The
company's name was GARANT
VERSICHERUNG.
Ingosstrakh had three own offices, in
the most friendly countries: representations in Cuba and in Finland and a Joint
Indian-Soviet Bureau in Bombay, now
Mumbay. Blacksea, the most outwardlooking of the three foreign companies,
established two own offices, in Paris and
in Beirut, the latter closed soon after the
war broke in 1970s. Blacksea also had a
network of agencies, most of the time
loss-making, in Canada, Greece, Jamaica,
Mali, Malta, etc.

INGOSSTRAKH’S P&L ACCOUNT –
TOP SECRET!
I will not go into the details as regards
how insurance premiums were used for
the purposes of replenishing the Soviet
state budget. Nor, how the Foreign
offices were used for tintelligence-gathering and similar purposes. Suffice it to
say that I was one of the few who
worked with an US agent, who was
requesting Ingosstrakh to present its
Balance sheet and Profit and Loss
account. The latter was the top State

Tel.: +44 7768 444824; +34 677 458817; +38 044 3740412
secret. A Balance sheet did exist, showing 100,000,000 of roubles of paid-up
capital — I think, both in assets and in
liabilities.
When the uncertain time of perestroika came in 1985, during one of the
open party meetings in Ingosstrakh, I
asked the management to explain in
which form or the 100 million existed.
Were there any bank statements to
prove their existence, or, probably, a pile
of golden billions in the Ministry of
Finance mystery-surrounded basement?
Silence was my answer. Eventually, in
1991 I was sent to London, among other
things, because I kept on asking those
childish questions.

INTEGRATION OF THE SOVIET
INSURANCE SYSTEM INTO THE
OUTSIDE WORLD
It developed along three main channels:
— Reinsurance of Soviet risks in the
West, mainly cargo, marine and aviation,
— Coinsurance of P&I risks,
— Claims handling for the Soviet export
and import cargoes worldwide.

P&I – A MULTI-TASK
ENVIRONMENT
I was lucky in my allocation. P&I was the
only line of business which required
knowledge of all parts and stages of
insurance:
— Marketing (in 1984 out of 16 oceangoing and 20 river shipping companies only 12 ocean were covered for
P&I risks, and only 3, for Hull. We had
to go round the vast country and
persuade managers to get insured),
— Reinsurance (or rather, co-insurance
with the then two largest P&I Clubs,
UK Mutual and West of England),
— Claims handling, together with the
Club, later, directly with correspondents around the world,
— Claims settlements, which requested
at least basic Maritime Law knowl-

edge,
— Claims payment (in my case, I was
presented quarterly with some 1,000
claim in 40 currencies which I had to
convert into US dollars using a simple
calculator),
— Keeping claims statistics in the form
of triangles, fighting the Club for the
outstanding losses amounts,
— Broking (I had to protect my client's
interests in front of the club during
renewals),
— Seminar organising and lecture translating, later, reading,
— Developing new lines of business,
and what not.
Above all, dealing with real people
and real ships was the greatest fun.

MY DUTIES BETWEEN 1984 AND
1991
My main Assured was the now defunct
Baltic Shipping (BSC) based in the city of
every Moscovite's dreams, in Leningrad,
aka Saint Petersburg. I was the lucky one
in our department to go there on a regular basis.
To tell the truth, Odessa, Batumi,
Riga and Tallinn were also considered to
be top-travel destinations. Mariupol,
Izmail, Murmansk, Archangel,
Vladivostok and Nakhodka were not.
BSC had 183 ships of all types calling
at most ports in the world, from SanFransisco in the West to Mombasa in the
South to Nagasaki and Sydney in the
East. When my glorious Teacher and
director, Mr Ryabinin, sent me to a twoweeks practical training courses in
StPitts in 1986, I had the pleasure of
climbing the ladders or going up the
ramps of most types of vessels: Ro-Ros,
Lo-Ros and Ro-Flows, timber and tanker,
cruise passenger and ferries. As it was
during the white nights in July, armed
with a 700-page book "The architectural
gems of Leningrad", I was using the
nights to study the history and buildings
of this romantic and classical city.
This little hobby of mine helped me

a lot. A was the personal guide to, first,
the Chairman of ILU in 1989 and then, in
1990, the Chairman of Lloyd's (Murray
Lawrence with Mark Brockbank in tow)
during their first visits to Moscow and
Leningrad.
Another bunch of interesting people
operated scientific research vessels.
These were owned by the Academy of
Science, Meteorology Agency and
Ministry of Geology. They never bought
any insurance but, to enter the US
waters, they needed a short-term cover,
pollution clean-up expenses only, to
obtain the USCG Certificates. My US
agents were always moaning (but only
during the meetings, not in writing) —
"not your spy ships, again!" I would
answer proudly that these were the
ships which were broadening the horizons of people's knowledge about the
universe...
Fishing vessels had their own
Ministry, Sovrybflot, which was also my
client for the same USCG Certificates
purpose.

A PHD WAS A MUST (IN MY
FAMILY…)
In 1982 I married into a very learned
family. All of my in-laws were doctors,
with a good scientific degree. My fatherin-law, a Doctor of Science. All other
grown-ups, PhDs. As a new relative, I
had to comply and went to work on my
PhD in finance, during my evening time.
The topic of my dissertation was comparing how the mutuals (I new them
well, the P&I Clubs) and normal, proprietary companies, worked. For the first
time in the Soviet literature, I was writing how an insurance company's balance sheet and profit and loss / income
and expenditure accounts were structured. What the strange terms like technical reserves and solvency margin
stood for.
This knowledge helped a lot later, in
1990, when I was the member of the
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team writing the draft of the first Law on
Insurance of the Former Soviet Union. I
am proud to say that my translation of
the term solvency margin is still used in
the Russian law.
Anyway, this scientific inclination of
mine did not go unnoticed in the OSS
department. I started receiving some
awkward tasks. Say, explaining to the
Scottish sheep-breeders, who had to
slaughter their sheep after Chernobyl
nuclear disaster, that not only nuclear
liability, but even third party liability was
(proudly) not insured by the Soviet
nuclear industry.
Or, doing the translation during the
first lecture, by Munich Re, on space
insurance. I am still flashing off my
knowledge of geo-stationary orbits.

Thomas Miller's stable, the ITIC, the
Transport intermediaries club. We only
had one Ship broker in the Soviet Union,
Sovfracht. It did not let itself be easily
persuaded.
Another interesting development
happened a bit earlier. In 1988 my tutor
Mark Cheglikov issued Ingosstrakh's first
fixed premium policy for a fleet... For a
reefer fleet from Crimea, called
Yugreftransflot. Mark left for the pastures new, to set up Allianz operation in
Moscow, the first foreign insurer to start
working in the country. I was left with
dealing with frozen pears and melted
fish claims. After a hard loss-making year
we decided to reinsure the fleet with
West of England. But, the impetus to
non-Club insurance was given.

TT CLUB AND OTHER
CURIOSITIES

YOUNG COMMUNISTS

In 1988 I met an interesting gentleman
called Jonathan (now Sam) Ignarski. He
was from the TT Club, which had started
with insuring containers and later
expanded into various non-marine liabilities, i.e. road carriers', freight forwarders',
terminal and warehouse operators' and
what not. After a year's persuasion we
caught a big fish, signing on 10th
January 1990 a TT Club / Ingosstrakh
coinsurance policy for Sovtransavto, the
then monopolistic international road
carrier which operated an enormous
park of some 5,000 trucks. A year of frantic travel over the Soviet Union followed,
mainly with my good friend Alan Wilkins
from TTC. From Riga to Odessa to
Nakhodka we were selling TTC-type
products to ports and freight forwarders.
I am very glad to know that in the
numerous FSU countries there are now
hundreds of specialists working with the
TT Club-type business. It was only yours
truly, in 1990.
Simultaneously we started advertising products of another Club in the
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In a nutshell, I loved my work in
Ingosstrakh. Under socialism, we had
what we called social work. Not helping
the poor, we had none of then. Officially,
at least. But, being an active member of
the Young Communist, i.e., Komsomol,
organisation.
Persuading others of the Great Shiny
Purpose of our lives, of Communism,
was never among my likings. My father
had chosen sports as a path into a
Communist career. Now, at 78, he is writing another Communist Manifesto, and
keeps on asking me how to define
Communism so that it could lure young
people.
I chose "cultural work". I started publishing Ingosstrakh's first wall-paper, trying to tell the truth about Stalin's atrocities and being criticised for it by our
hard-liners. I was organising excursions
and tours to other cities. A tour to
Chernivtsy in 1987 was not exactly sold
out, as I realised too late it was too near
to Chernobyl, the place of nuclear catastrophe a year earlier.
I had great fun whilst collecting
materials, photographs and documents
telling about Ingosstrakh's history,

including taking interviews from people
who still remembered how pre-revolutionary insurance worked.

MY TEACHERS
I had great teachers, of whom here I will
only list a few. Those non-listed will certainly find themselves in my Tvirdualism,
or ThnQ, brochure published in 2012.
In Ingosstrakh – Mr Edward Ryabinin
was my first director. He has worked in
SOVAG for 15 years and was the WOE
P&I Club director. He was always trying
to get us think independently and to
find solutions we'll before a problem
stuck. His deputy wasMmr Michael
Safronov, who had previously worked
for Blackbalsea in London and in Paris.
Mr Safronov would become
Ingosstrakh's President, a sort of
Insurance Gorbachev trusted and
admired by the Western colleagues. But,
he was ousted after an internal coup in
1992, didn't give up and set up a company subsequently bought by Zurich
Insurance. They, as well as my tutor and
friend Mark Cheglikov, were great colleagues and teachers,

A SHORT LIST OF OTHER GREAT
PERSONALITIES who helped me to
find my way in insurance:
P&I, UK P&I and WOE — Stephen
James, Hugo Wynn-Willaims, James
Baker, Karl Lumbers, Michael
Summerskill, Michael Newberry,
Andrew Barker;
Shipping — Igor Sokolov of Baltic shipping, TT club – Jonathan Ignarski, Alan
Wilkins, Law – lawyers from Ince & co,
Lawrence Graham, Clyde & Co,
Surveying – Minton Treharne, Market &
reinsurance – Simon Aubrey-Jones of
Willis, Oakeshott team, My original
shareholders, people who created
Oakeshott: Newcharter & Joint Tankers
Teams, My family, friends and relatives.
Thank you very much!!!
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Alexander Zaletov
PhD, Associate Professor
President of the League of Insurance Organizations of Ukraine

AGRO-INSURANCE AS A
PART OF FOOD SECURITY
A

ccording to the global research of Economist Intelligence Unit analytical
agency, which presented their report «The Global Food Security Index», in 2014
Ukraine has dropped five positions — to 52-nd place in the global ranking of
food security.
Under current economic conditions old models and concepts of agricultural production are dried up. They are being reviewed in search for more effective tools of agricultural risks management, and insurance is one of those tools. Development of agricultural insurance can be considered as an effective tool for reducing operational risks, stabilizing income of agricultural producers
and ensuring their long-term financial
stability, while increasing food supplies
and stabilizing food prices.
The role of insurance in food security
is difficult to overestimate, as this is a
powerful financial stabilizer that allows
compensating losses resulting from
occurrence of adverse events of industrial and natural disasters.
Worldwide experience has shown
that agricultural insurance acts as an
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important component of state agricultural policy. It has reached a high level
of development in a number of countries.
According to Swiss Re in the last 25
years there has been a steady increase
in agricultural insurance premiums
worldwide. Premiums increased tenfold
to almost USD 30 billion in 2013 and
doubling of indexes during the last five
years was mainly due to Brazil, India and
China. By 2025, the global market of
agricultural insurance could grow up to

USD 55 billion. However, the global agricultural insurance penetration is still less
than 5%.
As importance of agricultural insurance is understood, a number of important measures have been implemented
in Ukraine. In particular, under the initiative of the League of Insurance
Organizations of Ukraine in 2005-2008 a
state program was introduced to reduce
the cost of agricultural products insurance. The Program contributed to an
increase in the number of insurance contracts in agricultural sector. The proportion of insured area to the total area
increased from 2% in 2005, to 8% in
2007. Mechanism of insurance also
improved access for agricultural producers to credit resources. At the same time,
bureaucratic and costly procedures of
administration and allocation of funds

from the state budget to agricultural
producers, in order to reduce the cost of
agricultural products insurance under
actually paid insurance premium in
2005-2008, often did not reach Ukrainian
farmers. Farmers had to pay the full
amount of insurance premium to insurers immediately, diverting funds needed
for production. And after receiving no
compensation, they had to include insurance costs in the price of agricultural
products. Since 2009 implementation of
the state program to reduce farmers'
cost of agricultural production insurance
was not provided at all.

In July 2012, the Law of Ukraine "On
peculiarities of agricultural products
insurance with state support" was
adopted, which, despite the lack of state
financial support to reduce the cost of
agricultural products insurance, did
stimulated changes in agricultural products insurance in 2012-2013. 27 insurers
received licenses for agricultural risks
insurance.
One of the factors structuring the
market was establishment of the
Agricultural Insurance Pool, which initiated interaction between the participants of agricultural products insurance

Source: LIOU.
Index
Number of contracts

system. At the same time, inadequate
legislation resulted in situation where
only 4 of 27 insurance companies that
have received a license, are members of
this association of insurers.
In 2013 the volume of insurance premium under 1722 insurance contracts
amounted to UAH 135 million, insured
area was 869 thousand hectares.
Compared with 2007, when the government implemented a program to reduce
the cost of agricultural products insurance, these figures are, respectively for
number of contracts — 39%, for insured
area — 37%.

MARKET OF CROPS INSURANCE IN THE PERIOD OF 2005-2013
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

910

1330

4397

1637

1980

1217

2710

1936

1722

Area, ha

390

670

2360

1171

510

786

786

727

869

Insurance premium, million UAH

12.8

28.5

116.7

155.4

42.0

72.1

136.3

130.4

135.4

Subsidy, million UAH

5.8

12.5

47.8

72.8

0

0

0

0

0

Average insurance rate, %

3.8

no info

4.5

4.9

3.2

3.8

3.7

3.8

3.1

no info

no info

no info

no info

36.5

50.9

28.0

41.0

9.7

Claims paid ratio, %

In order to improve agricultural
insurance market, the Committee of
the League of Insurance Organizations
of Ukraine on agricultural sector insurance risks (Nazarenko V.M., Committee
Chairman) with participation of the
Agricultural Insurance Pool (Samarsky
V.V., Director General) developed a
Roadmap of voluntary agricultural
products insurance reform for 20142015. The document is approved by the
Presidium of the League of Insurance
Organizations of Ukraine on September
30, 2014 and approved by the NGO
"Ukrainian Agrarian Confederation"
(Kozachenko L.P., President), the
Agrarian Union of Ukraine (Novikov
G.V., Chairman), National research centre "Institute of Agrarian Economics"
(Lupenko Y.O., Director, Doctor of
Economics, professor, academician of
National academy of agrarian sciences
of Ukraine), Insurance institute of Kyiv
national economic university named
after Vadym Hetman (Hamankova O.O.,
Director, Doctor of Economics, professor).
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Roadmap of voluntary agricultural
products insurance reform for 2014-2015
includes the following provisions:
4 mprovement of requirements for
admission to the Agricultural
Insurance Pool, establishing mechanisms for transparency and disclosure
of documents on its activities, introduction of requirements for agricultural insurers, regarding liquidity and solvency, quality of assets, accountability,
qualification requirements for specialists;
4 introduction of a single mechanism of
underwriting and claims settlement,
guarantee mechanism for fulfilment of
insurers' obligations to farmers under
concluded insurance contracts within
joint liability and improvement of the
mechanism of distribution of shares
among members of the Agricultural
Insurance Pool;
4 improving the knowledge base content, required for actuarial calculation
of insurance rates for agricultural products, including by binding obligation
for the Hydro meteorological centre to
provide the necessary statistical data;

4 development of requirements for
farmers to receive state financial support, only in case of execution of
agricultural products insurance contracts with insurers-members of the
Agricultural Insurance Pool, and in
case of concluding contracts on
financial leasing of agricultural
machinery or forward purchases of
grain;
4 legal normalization of the mechanism to provide state guarantees to
cover natural catastrophes risks (loan,
bank guarantee, guarantee of the
government);
4 establishment of a special regime of
taxation with value added tax on
activities in agriculture, forestry and
fishery, payment of a fixed agricultural tax, subject to entering into relevant agricultural products insurance
contracts;
4 enacting regulations to stimulate
development of insurance of livestock, viticulture, gardening, etc. and
other industries, which receive government support;
4 increase of farmers' awareness of
insurance services regarding agricultural products insurance and staffing
the agricultural insurance market.
The necessity to fulfil obligations
assumed by Ukraine under the
Association Agreement between
Ukraine and the EU will require our
country to substantially increase government involvement in agricultural insurance programs in 2015.
In order to form and develop agricultural insurance as the most important
link in the system of food safety of
Ukraine, to increase its availability to
farmers, we consider it necessary to
unite efforts of all market participants
for popularization of this financial instrument, and for improving regulatory support and development of an effective
mechanism of implementation of government support measures.

